
 

 

 
 

Product Showcase: COSEC VYOM 
 

Matrix VYOM – An Authenticated Multi-tenant Cloud based People Mobility 

Solution 
 

 
 

 

Matrix, an established and award-winning manufacturer of Telecom and Security solutions, launched a 

revolutionary People Mobility Management solution. It is a smartly designed cloud based system that uses 

services deployed on a cloud server. COSEC VYOM promises more achievement with minimum resources 

without initial investment. It reduces the cost of assets needed in the form of hardware, software and 

network devices. It is specifically designed to provide cloud based Time-Attendance and Access Control 

solutions that offer a superlative range of suppleness in attendance policies, integration and report 

generation. 

 

Key Features: 

 

Scalability: COSEC VYOM is a modern age solution for complex organizations having multiple locations 

spread across geographic regions operating in different time zones. It encompasses one million users and 

65,000 devices. 

 

Intuitive: Managers/Supervisors/Employees can leverage the benefits of Time-Attendance and Access 

Control solutions with any internet enabled device(s) such as PCs, Macs, Tablets and Smartphones.  

 

Cost-effective: With minimum cost, COSEC VYOM provides maximum gain as it requires no upfront 

investment. Moreover, it reduces the cost of assets needed in the form of hardware, software and network 

devices. 

 

 

https://www.matrixaccesscontrol.com/solutions-time-attendance-for-large-enterprises.html
https://www.matrixaccesscontrol.com/solutions-time-attendance-for-large-enterprises.html


 

 

Instant Access to Upgrades: COSEC VYOM is a smooth, independent solution that eliminates complexities 

of maintaining the server. It gives you the benefit of automatic regular software upgrades. 

 

Increased Productivity: COSEC VYOM automates all Time-Attendance and Leave Management process right 

from recording entries to report generation through real-time updates.  

 

Easy Integration: It provides flexibility to export attendance by seamless integration with third party payroll 

system. To secure your premises, COSEC VYOM allows easy integration with third party hardware such as 

Video Surveillance, Turnstile, Boom Barrier, Tripod and more. 

 

For More Information:  

 Contact: MATRIX COMSEC 
394 GIDC, Makarpura, Vadodara 
+91 93744 74302 
customer.care@matrixcomsec.com  
https://www.MatrixAccessControl.com  

 About Matrix 

Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in security and telecom solutions for modern businesses and enterprises. Matrix, 
an innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, is committed to keep pace with the revolutions in 
security and telecom industries. With more than 40% of its human resources dedicated to the development of new 
products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge products such as Unified Communications, IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, 
Convergence, VOIP Gateways, GSM Gateways, IP Video Surveillance, Access Control and Time-Attendance. These 
solutions are feature-rich, reliable and conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Europe, North 
America, South America, Africa and Asia through an extensive network of more than 1000 system integrators, Matrix 
ensures that the products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of 
customers representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many national and international awards for its 
innovative products. 
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